Còmhradh: Argyll Faith and Culture Conversation
The Willows, Connel, 20- 21 October 2017

Hope in Uncertain Times
Summary of Discussions
Introduction
Continuing the pattern of focussing the autumn Còmhradh on the “political moment”, the
discussions sought to take account of the “Age of Trump”, in particular:
•
•
•

The rise of authoritarian leadership
Blurring of truth and loss of trust
Faith and politics – what now?
With the Còmhradh’s customary home at Glencruitten House being unavailable, the gathering
took place at the home of Richard and Bridgid Hess in Connel. Their generous hospitality and
well-supplied table made a perfect atmosphere and participants were able to enjoy the stunning
coastal views from Connel as well as an autumnal walk to look up into the hills. Times of
conversation were framed by worship led by David James and informed by input from Donald
Shell, Norman Shanks, and Mike Shilson.

Setting the Scene: Donald Shell
Amidst all the current uncertainties of national and international politics, we should remember,
first, that often in the past people have felt deeply uncertain, apprehensive and fearful about their
future, and second that Christian hope rests on the solid facts of our faith, the setting up of the
kingdom of God through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ and the promise that this
Kingdom will come in power and glory.
The present confusion. Scotland: though independence is off the immediate agenda, the inherent
constitutional instability and the politics of grievance will bring back the question of UK break
up. The UK and Europe: the EU has been an immensely worthwhile project, but it has become
hubristic with success, and has failed to develop genuine democratic credentials. Europe is in
relative decline and the EU lacks vision and the capacity for reform. BREXIT will be very fraught.
The International Scene: the retreat from ideology has been associated with a decline in vision for
a better world. Globalisation has been driven by the priority given to economic success and has
resulted in greater inequalities, mass migrations, and an inability to give proper balance to social
and environmental considerations. 9/11 led to ill thought out interventions, the naivety of the Arab
Spring has now been followed by the election of an inexperienced leader of the free world
arguably burdened by serious character flaws.
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We may therefore note 1. The excessive and damaging primacy given to wealth creation over
other goals. 2. The triumph of pragmatism and the loss of ideals. 3. The emphasis on individualism
with rights replacing duties and assertiveness replacing compassion. 4. The growth of militant
atheism. 5. The loss of trust and the development of a post truth society.
The Church. Secular society seeks to privatise religion and the Church has acquiesced in this by
shrinking the Gospel into a private salvation.
Christian hope. Jesus Christ redefined power in the context of the Kingdom of God. His sovereign
lordship is exercised throughout the world mainly in quiet obscurity. The church must spread the
activity of the Kingdom.

Signs of Hope: Norman Shanks
1. The ground of our hope is God’s loving purpose of fullness of life for all; this good news – of
the transforming potential of God’s grace – is the central message that overarches and undergirds
all our discussion.
2. The calling of the church (and of all people of faith) is - to embody this message, pointing to the
promise and possibility of a better, fairer world; to share in making it happen (building the
kingdom); to live out the Gospel (deeds and actions are more significant than words); to be people
of compassion, generosity, hospitality, justice and integrity; to incarnate an alternative reality and
value-system, turning upside down how ‘the world’ sees power, success etc.

•

3. In these times, there is hope in –
The evidence of grass-roots movements, bottom-up process, popular resistance (e.g., Citizens UK,
Occupy Movement, Momentum/Corbynmania, support for Bernie Sanders, independence
movement in Scotland at time of referendum, and much else – but these can be narrow,
chauvinistic as well as liberal/progressive!) – representing a challenge to neoliberal ideology and
the prevailing inexorable economic growth model and the existing political culture.

•

‘The power of littles’ – the encouragement of effective local initiatives; Margaret Mead - Never
doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the
only thing that ever has.

•

Growing signs of willingness to form coalitions and alliances and co-operate across party
boundaries – but continuing uncertainty as to how Brexit will play out, whether Theresa May (on a
very ‘shoogly peg’) will survive, and what is going to happen in Scotland (where on the whole
devolution has been a success – the importance of the principle of subsidiarity;
nationalism/independence can be positive, affirming the reality of interdependence, enabling a
more effective contribution to be made to the wider community of nations).
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•

Greater recognition of the priority of the common good (as against self-centred consumerism);
‘austerity’ is penal – the weakest suffer most; public expenditure needs to increase; tax should be
regarded as a privilege, a social responsibility, not a penalty.

•

Signs that people need to ‘belong’ (notwithstanding decline in membership of churches, trades
unions, political parties, even golf clubs) – doing things together is a good experience; building
community (especially with people not like us – Jonathan Sacks TED talk) makes us grow.
4 Personal postscript – growing older and ‘believing more and more about less and less’; difficulty
in understanding or relating to God as person, as against life/love-force – energy, openness to
which/whom (= connectedness – to others and world around us as well as God) determines our
spiritual health (the extent to which we experience and enjoy fullness of life). And ‘God is’ rather
than ‘God does’: how can we believe in God as agent who does not intervene to prevent and
alleviate suffering and need?
5 Perhaps the defining issue of our times – particularly topical with the imminence of the
centenary of the Balfour Declaration in November - lies in the situation in Israel and the occupied
Palestinian territories – where a shining example to us all is the unquenchable hope, resilience and
faithfulness of Christians there – when there seems so little to be hopeful about.

Environmental Perspectives: Mike Shilson

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

We may not have control of events in our life, but we do have the power to choose how we
respond to these events; e.g. Victor Frankl (survivor of Auschwitz) and his philosophy of
human potential: https://youtu.be/fD1512_XJEw
What are the environmental influences on us?
Lost civilisations of pre-ice age world: Graham Hancock https://youtu.be/-VUmtCLePL8
The Earth’s crust is moving: http://www.sciencetimes.com/articles/5453/20150406/global-climatechange-the-earth-has-shifted-say-inuit-elders.htm
Earth’s magnetism is changing:
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/Swarm/Swarm_reveals_Earth_s_changin
g_magnetism
Volcanic activity~ Katla in Iceland http://www.icenews.is/2017/06/22/earthquakes-and-tremorscontinue-around-notorious-volcano-katla/#axzz4urFQMMeS (Laki in 1873 à French
Revolution)
Mayan Calendar 21st December 2012 https://maya.nmai.si.edu/calendar/calendar-system
Circadian rhythms and Sacred Geometry https://youtu.be/FSmdSw9eEIA
Changes in cosmic radiation detected by plants: Rudolf Steiner and Maria Thun
http://www.bachbiodynamics.com/uploads/1/6/3/6/16367710/2017_planting_calendar.pdf
Also detected in Humans and animals, as we are Electro-Magnetic (energy) Beings within a
vessel/body:
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We are beings of frequencies: https://youtu.be/FttrOK1ec4Q
• Shattering cancer with resonance frequencies: https://youtu.be/1w0_kazbb_U
Water
• The Forth Phase of Water: Dr Gerald Pollack ~ EZ (Easy) water https://youtu.be/TljIdPPGoLw
• The Mystery of Water: Water has a memory? Can mobile phones affect water? It seems that
there is much more to know about water than what we are taught about in science class at school.
This video shows how water is effected by electricity and microwaves
https://youtu.be/KN3PBFxV3Xw
• Water Memory: Water is the key element of life, but this element that we thought we knew well
may have unexpected properties and might play a role greater than we could imagine in our tree of
life. https://youtu.be/R8VyUsVOic0
Food: “Let food be thy medicine and medicine thy food” Hippocrates 431BC
The energy within food depends on many factors as identified by:
• Edmond Bordeaux Szekly http://www.thelivingcentre.com/cms/body/biogenic-living-nutrition
• Major General Sir Robert McCarrison http://www.globaldialoguefoundation.org/files/41.pdf
Detoxification: Value of French Green Clay https://www.frenchclayforall.com/info.html
‘In him was life, and that life was the light of all mankind.’ (John 1:4)

•
•
•
•
•

“It is better to light a candle than curse the darkness.” Eleanor Roosevelt
We can be agents of change:
Importance of Pineal gland: https://youtu.be/D7eBQfM3UrA
Entanglement of minds and cohesion: https://youtu.be/kKuwWBYHQ50
Epigenetics. “The Biology of Belief”: https://youtu.be/jjj0xVM4x1I
Divine Human matrix can change DNA: https://youtu.be/swhrkMYw71U
Power of intention: https://youtu.be/ewB2Xv9WFpw
“Be  still  know (gnosis)  “I AM……”  God” Psalm 46:10
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Key Thoughts from Plenary Discussions
There have been many times in history when the outlook was bleak, yet things turned in a hopeful
direction. With cross and resurrection at the heart of the faith, Christians are people of hope.
The nature of power is urgently in need of attention. How far is Christian faith subversive of
worldly notions of power? How far is power redefined in light of the cross?
It is important to sustain faith, even when we are grappling with many unknowns.
Making connections across different disciplines and different ways of thinking is vital if we are to
meet current challenges.
It is clear that the current “system” is coming to an end. Opportunities for radical change are in
front of us.
We appear to be on the cusp of something new and unknown. The church remains important and
can shed light.
The breakdown of community, often accelerated by government action, urgently needs to be
addressed.
Progressive change may be more likely to come from bottom up than top down.
There needs to be a sifting – getting greater clarity about the things that truly matter.
“Be still and know that I am God” (Psalm 46:10) remains the ultimate source of hope.
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